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Abstract

Currently, there are large collections of drawings from
which users can select the desired ones to insert in their
documents. However, to locate a particular drawing among
thousands is not easy. In our prior work we proposed an
approach to index and retrieve vector drawings by content,
using topological and geometric information automatically
extracted from figures. In this paper, we present a new ap-
proach to enrich the topological information by integrating
spatial proximity in the topology graph, through the use of
weights in adjacency links. Additionally, we developed a
web search engine for clip art drawings, where we included
the new technique. Experimental evaluation reveal that the
use of topological proximity results in better retrieval re-
sults than topology alone.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there are a lot of vector drawings available
for integration into documents, either on the Internet or on
clip art collections sold in optical media. This large num-
ber of drawings makes traditional searching mechanisms,
based on browsing and navigation in directories or com-
plex mazes of categories, inadequate. Furthermore, solu-
tions using keywords or tagging are also impracticable since
they have to be generated manually. A more adequate so-
lution must take into account information automatically ex-
tracted from the content of drawings, instead of informa-
tion manually generated by people. Although there are sev-
eral solutions for Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR),
they cannot be applied to vector drawings, because these
are described in a structural manner, requiring different ap-
proaches from those used for raster images.

In our prior work [4], we proposed an automatic vi-
sual classification scheme based on topology and geome-
try, to retrieve vector drawings. Our solution takes advan-
tage of users’ visual memory and explores their ability to

Figure 1. Prototype for drawing retrieval.

sketch as a query mechanism. We used a graph-based tech-
nique to describe the spatial arrangement of drawing com-
ponents, coding topological relationships of inclusion and
adjacency through the specification of links between nodes
of the graph. Additionally, we used a multidimensional in-
dexing method that efficiently supports large sets of draw-
ings, in combination with new schemes that allow us to hi-
erarchically describe drawings and subparts of drawings by
level of detail. This way we are able to perform searches us-
ing coarse approximations or parts of the desired drawing.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a new mechanism
to describe the spatial arrangement of elements in a draw-
ing, which takes into account their proximity. To validate
this we developed a prototype for the retrieval of clip art
drawings, in SVG format (see Figure 1). The prototype
allows the search of drawings using sketches, keywords
and query by example. Experimental evaluation with users
showed that the inclusion of information about proximity in
the topology graph increases the precision of our system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 provides a summary of related work in content-based re-
trieval of drawings. In section 3 we present an overview of
our system architecture. Section 4 describes how we code



proximity into our topology graph. In Section 5, we de-
scribe the prototype and the experimental evaluation, com-
paring the solutions with and without proximity. Finally, in
section 6 we conclude and enumerate some future work.

2. Related Work

In the past years there has been a great focus in query-
ing Multimedia databases by content. However, most such
work has focused on image databases disregarding the re-
trieval of vector drawings. Due to their structure these
require different approaches from image-based methods,
which resort to color and texture as main features to de-
scribe content. In the next paragraphs we describe some
approaches for content-based retrieval of drawings.

One of the first works dedicated to the retrieval of draw-
ings was Gross’s Electronic Cocktail Napkin [7]. This sys-
tem addressed a visual retrieval scheme based on diagrams,
to indexing databases of architectural drawings. Users draw
sketches of buildings, which are compared with annotations
(diagrams), stored in a database and manually produced by
users. Even though this system works well for small sets
of drawings, the lack of automatic indexation and classifi-
cation makes it difficult to scale the approach to real collec-
tions of drawings.

In the work of Beretti and Del Bimbo [1] shapes from
a drawing are decomposed into tokens that correspond to
protrusions of the curve. To compute the similarity between
shapes, authors verify if the two shapes share tokens with
similar curvature and orientation, within a given threshold.
However, the efficiency of the similarity computation de-
pends on the number of tokens in each shape and does not
take into account the token order.

Leung and Chen proposed a sketch retrieval method
[10] for general free-form hand-drawings stored as multiple
strokes. They use shape information from each stroke ex-
ploiting the geometric relationship between multiple strokes
for matching. Later on, authors improved their system by
considering spatial relationships between strokes [11]. Au-
thors use a graph based description, similar to ours, but de-
scribing only inclusion, while we also describe adjacency.
Their technique has two drawbacks, complexity, since they
use a restricted number of basic shapes (circle, line and
polygon) and scalability.

Another approach for matching hand-drawn sketches is
the line-based representation of sketches proposed by Nam-
boodiri and Jain [13]. In order to skirt around the problem
of identifying basic shapes from a sketch, a drawing is rep-
resented as a set of straight lines, which is very dependent
of the way users draw sketches.

Liang et al. [12] developed a solution for drawing re-
trieval based on our prior solution [4]. Authors included
some differences, such as the use of eight topological rela-

tionships and relevance feedback. Additionally, they seg-
ment sketches using vertices, drawing speed and curvature.
By using eight topological relationships, the description and
comparison will be more restrictive, producing less results.

Pu and Ramani, developed two methods to describe
drawings as a whole [9]. One uses the 2.5D spherical har-
monics to convert a 2D drawing into a 3D representation,
which is independent to rotations. The other method, the 2D
shape histogram, creates a signature with the shape distri-
bution, by computing values for points in the surface of the
shape. This method is independent of transformations, in-
sensible to noise, simple and fast. After experimental eval-
uation, authors decided to combine both methods to get a
better descriptor and to increase the system accuracy.

Recently Hou and Ramani [8] presented an approach for
contour shape matching of engineering drawings, inspired
by the divide and conquer paradigm. They divide the orig-
inal shape into two levels of representation, a higher level
with structure and a lower level with geometry. During
matching, they first use the structure level and then the ge-
ometry level, to find similar shapes.

From the content-based retrieval systems described
above we can observe two things: most published works
rely mainly on the geometric description of drawings
(mainly contours), discarding the spatial arrangement of
drawing items. Second, those who use topology to describe
the content of drawings do not explore the proximity be-
tween drawing elements, to get more precise results.

3. Overview of the System

The new algorithm developed to code proximity between
items in a drawing was integrated in our general frame-
work for sketch-based retrieval of drawings, developed pre-
viously [4]. To give context to the reader and to explain
some of the topics needed to describe our new proximity
mechanism, we shortly present an overview of the overall
framework, describing its main components.

Our framework allows the classification, indexing and
retrieval of complex vector drawings, such as CAD draw-
ings or clip art drawings. To that end, it uses spatial rela-
tionships, geometric information and indexing mechanisms,
as illustrated in the architecture on Figure 2.

3.1. Classification

In the context of vector drawings, features such as color
and texture, used mainly in the domain of digital images, are
not very expressive. Instead, features related to the shape of
objects (geometry) and to their spatial arrangement (topol-
ogy) are more descriptive of drawing contents. So, in our
framework we focus on topology and geometry as main fea-
tures.



Figure 2. Framework architecture.

Our classification process starts by applying a simplifica-
tion step, to eliminate most useless elements. The majority
of drawings contain many details, which are not necessary
for a visual query and increase the cost of searching. We try
to remove visual details (i.e. small-scale features) while re-
taining the perceptually dominant elements and shapes in a
drawing. This way we reduce the number of entities to ana-
lyze in subsequent steps of the classification process, speed-
ing up queries.

After simplification we identify visual elements, namely
polygons and lines, and extract geometric and topological
information from drawings. We use two relationships, In-
clusion and Adjacency, which are a simplified subset of the
topological relationships defined by Egenhofer [3]. Rela-
tionships thus extracted are compiled in a Topology Graph,
where ”parent” edges mean Inclusion and ”sibling” connec-
tions mean Adjacency, as illustrated in Figure 3. While
these relationships are weakly discriminating, they do not
change with rotation and translation.

Since graph matching is a NP-complete problem, we
are not directly using topology graphs for searching similar
drawings. We use the corresponding graph spectra instead.
For each topology graph to be indexed in a database we
compute descriptors based on its spectrum [2]. In this way,
we reduce the problem of isomorphism between topology
graphs to computing distances between descriptors. To sup-
port partial drawing matches, we also compute descriptors
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Figure 3. Drawing and Topology graph.

for sub-graphs of the main graph. Moreover, we use a new
way to describe drawings hierarchically, by dividing them
in different levels of detail and then computing descriptors
at each level [4]. This combination of sub-graph descriptors
and levels of detail, provides a powerful way to describe and
search both for drawings or sub-parts of drawings.

To acquire geometric information about drawings we use
a general shape recognition library called CALI [6]. This
enables us to use either drawing data or sketches as input.
We obtain a complete description of geometry in a drawing,
by applying this method to each geometric entity of the fig-
ure. The geometry and topology descriptors thus computed
are inserted into two different indexing structures, one for
topological information and another for geometric informa-
tion, respectively.

3.2 Query and Matching

Our system includes a Calligraphic Interface to support
the specification of hand-sketched queries, to supplement
and overcoming limitations of conventional textual meth-
ods. The query component performs the same steps as
the classification process, namely simplification, topolog-
ical and geometric feature extraction, topology graph cre-
ation and descriptor computation. This symmetrical ap-
proach is unique to our method. In an elegant fashion two
types of information (vector drawings + sketches) are pro-
cessed by the same pipeline.

To improve the searching performance while using large
databases of drawings, we included a multidimensional in-
dexing structure in our framework. This indexing structure,
the NB-Tree [5], is a simple, yet efficient indexing structure,
which uses dimension reduction. It maps multidimensional
points to a 1D line by computing their Euclidean Norm. In
a second step points are sorted using a B+-Tree on which
all subsequent operations are performed.

Computing the similarity between a hand-sketched
query and all drawings in a database can entail prohibitive
costs especially when we consider large sets of drawings.
To speed up searching, we divide our matching scheme in a
two-step procedure. First, we select a set of drawings topo-
logically similar to the query, then we use geometric infor-
mation to further refine the set of candidates.



4. Topological Proximity

In our previous solution we converted spatial relation-
ships (inclusion and adjacency), between visual elements in
a drawing, into a topology graph as illustrated in Figure 3.
This graph has a well defined structure, being very similar
to ”a rooted tree with side connections”. It has always a root
node, representing the whole drawing. Sons from the root
represent the dominant blocks (polygons) from the drawing,
i.e. blocks that are not contained in any other block. The
next level of the graph describes polygons contained by the
blocks identified before. This process is applied recursively
until we get the complete hierarchy of blocks. As a conclu-
sion, we can say that each graph level adds more drawing
details. So, by going down in the depth of the graph, we are
”zooming in” in drawing details.

To skirt the problem of graph isomorphism, we use the
graph spectra to convert graphs into feature vectors. This
way, we reduce the problem of isomorphism between topol-
ogy graphs to the more simple computation of distances be-
tween descriptors.

To generate the graph spectrum we first create the adja-
cency matrix of the graph, second we calculate its eigen-
values and finally we sort the absolute values to obtain
the topology descriptor (see Figure 4). The resulting de-
scriptor is a multidimensional vector, whose size depends
on graph (and corresponding drawing) complexity. Very
complex drawings will yield descriptors with higher dimen-
sions, while simple drawings will result in descriptors with
lower size.

We assume that our topology graphs are undirected
graphs, yielding symmetric adjacency matrices and assur-
ing that eigenvalues are always real. Furthermore, by com-
puting the absolute value and sorting it decreasingly, we
exploit the fact that the largest eigenvalues are more infor-
mative about the graph structure. Additionally, the largest
eigenvalues are stable under minor perturbation of the graph
structure [2], making the topological descriptors also stable.

Although, isomorphic graphs have the same spectrum,
two graphs with the same spectrum need not be isomorphic.
More than one graph can have the same spectrum, which
gives rise to collisions similar to these in hashing schemes.
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Figure 4. Block diagram for topology descrip-
tor computation.

However, from experiences performed with 100,000 ran-
domly generated graphs versus a set of 10 candidate similar
graphs, we have observed that collisions with descriptors of
very different graphs still allow us to retrieve the most likely
graphs reliably.

While this solution produced good results in the past, we
notice that in some cases results could be improved if we
take into account the distance between the visual elements
in a drawing. To that end we devised a new mechanism to
include proximity into our topology graph. Our goal is to be
able to differentiate between a drawing with two polygons
which are close together and a drawing with two polygons
that are far apart, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Using the adjacency weight to dif-
ferentiate between far and near objects.

To code proximity in the topology graph, we associate
weights to the adjacency links of the graph. While in our
previous solution we only have an adjacency link when two
primitives are connected, now we compute the (normal-
ized) distance between two elements and use this value as
the weight of the link. This change in the weights of the
topology graph does not affect the stability and robustness
of eigenvalues, as ascertained by Sarkar and Boyer [14].

5. Experimental Evaluation

We developed a search engine prototype for vector draw-
ings, using our sketch-based retrieval framework and the
new mechanism to describe topological proximity. The
database of the system was filled with a set of SVG clip
art drawings and experimental evaluation with users was
carried out to compare the accuracy of the new algorithm
against the previous one.

5.1 Indagare - The Drawing Search Engine

Our drawing search engine prototype, called Indagare
(see Figure 1), supports the retrieval of SVG clip art draw-
ings, using sketches, an existing SVG drawing or keywords
as queries. This prototype integrates all the functionalities
provided by the framework, namely, simplification mech-
anisms, an indexing structure to optimize the search, geo-
metric description of visual elements and the new developed
algorithm to take advantage of proximity.



Figure 6. Sketch to search for an ice-cream.

Figure 6 shows the sketch of a query, while Figure 7
presents the results returned by the implied query. If the
user wants, he can submit an existing drawing in SVG for-
mat or search by keywords (input fields on top right of Fig-
ure 6). Moreover, users can also select one of the results
and use it to perform Query-By-Example.

5.2 Experimental Results

To evaluate our new approach of coding proximity into
the topology graph, we carried out an experiment with ten
users. Six of them were male and four were female, with
ages between 18 and 58 years old. None of them had pre-
vious experience with tablet devices or any other pen-based
system.

Our data set of clip art drawings was composed of 20
categories of five drawings each, selected from the Open-
Clipart library, yielding a total of 100 vector drawings.

Tests were conducted in two steps. First, we collected
the queries by asking each user to draw three sketches, using
a digitizing tablet: a balloon, a car and a house. Afterwards,
and only at this time, we show all the 100 drawings in the
database and requested them to identify the drawings that
they considered most similar to each of the sketches they
drew, without taking into account their semantic value.

The second step was carried without users’ intervention.
From the similar drawings selected by the participants, we
identified the five more voted, and considered those as the
“correct” results for each sketch. Then, we submitted the
three sketched queries from each participant to the system
and collected the returned results. We configured the system
to retrieve 30 results for each query. With these results we
computed precision and recall values.

In this experimental test, we evaluated four different sys-
tem configurations. Besides testing the use of proximity we
also evaluated the order in which we perform the matching
steps. Typically, our framework performs first a compari-

Figure 7. Returned results for the query
sketched in Figure 6.

son by topology and then compares the geometry of those
topologically similar. Here in these tests, we also tested the
other possibility, first a comparison by geometry and then
by topology. The goal was to check which feature produces
best results as a first filter, geometry or topology.

In summary, we tested the following configurations: i)
topology plus geometry; ii) topology with proximity plus
geometry; iii) geometry plus topology; and iv) geometry
plus topology with proximity. To evaluate the quality of the
retrieved results, we calculated precision & recall levels for
each configuration, using the 11-Point Interpolated Aver-
age Precision method. Precision is the fraction of retrieved
drawings that were relevant, while recall is the fraction of
relevant drawings that were retrieved. The mean precision
for each recall value, of the four configurations is presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Precision of the four configurations.
Recall Conf. i) Conf. ii) Conf. iii) Conf. iv)

0 0,123 0,130 0,096 0,099
0.1 0,123 0,130 0,096 0,099
0.2 0,123 0,130 0,096 0,099
0.3 0,109 0,116 0,082 0,084
0.4 0,109 0,116 0,082 0,084
0.5 0,039 0,057 0,043 0,045
0.6 0,039 0,057 0,043 0,045
0.7 0,000 0,004 0,005 0,005
0.8 0,000 0,004 0,005 0,005
0.9 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
1 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

The first thing that we can observe from Table 1 is that
filtering firstly by topology yields better results than by ge-
ometry. Second, by introducing the proximity notion in the
topology graph we can improve precision in both configura-



tions (Topology filtering and Geometry filtering). However,
with geometry filtering we only achieve a 0,1% increase,
while in the topology filtering the improvement reaches one
percent.

The small improvement in the Geometry filtering con-
figuration was foreseeable, because the adjacency weights
only play a relevant role in the topology refinement. There-
fore, if the geometry filtering retrieves poor results, there is
not much that the adjacency weights can do.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a new way to describe the spa-
tial arrangements of visual elements in a drawing. We in-
cluded the notion of proximity and coded it in the topology
graph through the use of adjacency weights. This new algo-
rithm was integrated in our generic framework for sketch-
based retrieval of drawings, which recast the general draw-
ing matching problem as an instance of graph matching us-
ing vector descriptors. Topology graphs, which describe
adjacency and containment relations, are transformed into
descriptor vectors, using spectral information from graphs.

The use of proximity to describe the spatial arrangement
gets our matching algorithm closer to the human percep-
tion, and therefore improving the retrieval effectiveness of
our system. This improvement was validate through exper-
imental evaluation with users.

Despite the complete spatial characterization of draw-
ings provided by the use of topological relationships and
proximity, the improvement achieved was small (only 1%).
These results confirm informal conclusions achieved previ-
ously. Clip art drawings, contrarily to technical drawings,
are more geometric than topological. Moreover, during tests
with users we observed that users typically draw a very
small number of shapes, and consequently do not specify
topology, but only geometry.

So, improvements in the topological algorithm will pro-
duce a small impact in the final results. Additionally, our ex-
perimental tests showed that the geometric filtering needs to
be improved. To overcome this we are currently developing
a new algorithm to compare the geometry between draw-
ings. Informal tests with a preliminary version revealed sig-
nificant improvements in the precision values, which make
us believe that we will be able to achieve better retrieval
results in a very near future.
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